
The EU is 
obviously 
responding 
to the world-
changing 
events of the 
past decade.”

and building a more resilient, competitive, inclusive and 
democratic Europe. 

The EU has reduced these four priorities to three — and 
open strategic autonomy has been upgraded. It is now 
an overarching theme for all research funded by Horizon 
Europe from 2025 to the end of 2027. Barring a sudden out-
break of world peace, this mode of thinking and action is 
expected to influence — if not dominate — the next iteration 
of Horizon Europe, called FP10, which will start in 2028. 

This change of priorities is concerning researchers. The 
European Research Council (ERC), which funds investiga-
tor-led research and is part of Horizon Europe, issued a 
statement at the end of January, saying: “The ERC’s inde-
pendence and autonomy must be protected under FP10.”

But for now, just as a tanker cannot be turned around 
at full speed, Horizon Europe retains key elements of the 
original plan. The EU wants to maintain its climate fund-
ing (35% of the total Horizon Europe budget) and increase 
biodiversity funding to 10% of the budget, which are both 
welcome decisions. It is also committed to the idea of 
moonshot-style missions: specific goal-oriented funds 
to tackle urgent global challenges, such as improving soil 
health and establishing carbon-neutral cities. It plans to 
meaningfully integrate social-sciences and humanities 
researchers into collaborations — not just include them as 
afterthoughts — and to improve diversity and equity. And 
it is continuing to reach beyond its borders. 

Last week, it was announced that South Korea’s research-
ers will be able to participate in EU-funded projects related 
to global challenges. Last November, Canada also joined 
the programme. And New Zealand before that. The United 
Kingdom’s researchers are also back, after a gap of nearly 
four years after Brexit. These are, broadly speaking, all 
representative democracies with which EU countries have 
defence- and security-cooperation agreements. The princi-
ple of open strategic autonomy will make it more difficult 
to cooperate with countries for which this is not the case. 

The EU is obviously responding to the world-changing 
events of the past decade. When discussions about the 
first iteration of Horizon Europe were beginning, wars, 
pandemics and the election of populist leaders mostly 
seemed to be twentieth-century concerns. As the EU — 
and its international partners, too — responded to levels 
of instability that few were expecting, heavier emphasis 
on a research agenda to strengthen supply chains, ensure 
resilience of essential infrastructure and establish more 
manufacturing at or closer to home is understandable. 

But a security mindset cannot be baked into what is fun-
damentally an open and autonomous research cooperation 
fund. In addition to sharing research and cooperating in 
the development of new technologies, Horizon Europe — 
originally called the Framework Programme — was created 
to re-establish trust between Europe’s nations in the second 
half of the twentieth century. It was part of a larger effort to 
prevent them from going to war with each other.

Strategic plans have to remain flexible. Circumstances 
change, and it’s important to be able to make adjustments 
when that happens. But making open strategic autonomy 
a theme for all EU funding is neither sensible nor desirable.

which has become extremely profitable, has a crucial role. 
In Denmark, for example, the industry’s profits helped to 
tip the national economy from recession into growth in 
2023, according to the public agency Statistics Denmark. 
The COVID-19 pandemic showed that making profits and 
making drugs available, and affordable, to a wide popula-
tion need not be mutually exclusive. Similarly innovative 
thinking is now needed. “The whole world needs to reckon 
with this kidney problem,” says Valerie Luyckx, a biomedi-
cal ethicist at the University of Zurich in Switzerland.

The WHO adding kidney disease to its priority list could 
also attract funding for treatment, research and disease 
registries. That could jump-start the development of new 
treatments and help to make current treatments more 
affordable and accessible. 

NCDs are responsible for 74% of deaths worldwide, 
but the world’s biggest donors to global health currently 
devote less than 2% of their budgets for international 
health assistance to NCD prevention and control, and not 
including kidney disease. Drawing more attention to the 
quiet rampage of kidney disease among some of the most 
vulnerable people would be one important step in turning 
these statistics around. 

A reboot of the European Union’s  
research‑cooperation fund risks  
prioritizing a mindset geared towards  
security over open collaboration.

L
ast month, the European Commission published a 
‘course correction’ for its Horizon Europe research 
fund, which is worth around US$100 billion over 
seven years, from 2021 to 2027. It’s not easy to make 
major alterations at the mid-way point of such a 

large enterprise, whose two predecessors funded 1.5  million 
collaborations across 150 countries. But the European Union 
has made substantial changes in the fund’s latest strategic 
plan that researchers need to be aware of.

One of the most important is a phrase now peppered 
throughout the document: open strategic autonomy. 

This political concept means that the EU will strengthen 
its self-sufficiency while remaining open to cooperation 
with other regions. The term is not new — in Horizon 
Europe’s first strategic plan (for 2021–24), open strategic 
autonomy was one of four priority areas for funded pro-
jects, alongside the green transition, the digital transition 
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